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Levine, Sergey, et al. "Offline reinforcement learning: Tutorial, review, and perspectives on open problems." arXiv 2005.01643 (2020).

• Though both off-policy RL and offline RL 
evaluate the policy using the data sampled 
from a replay buffer, they are different.

• The key difference is whether the agent can 
interact with the environment while learning

• Offline RL techniques help deploy RL to real-
world applications

Overview of RL Training Paradigms



Advantages of Offline RL

• Offline RL can help
1. Pretrain an RL agent using an existing dataset

2. Empirically evaluate RL algorithms based on their 
ability to exploit a fixed dataset of interactions

3. Bridge the gap between academic interest in RL and 
real-world applications

• Offline RL makes RL more like supervised learning

Gulcehre, Caglar, et al. "RL unplugged: Benchmarks for offline reinforcement learning." arXiv preprint arXiv:2006.13888 (2020).
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Extrapolation Error in Offline RL

• Extrapolation error is introduced by the 
mismatch between the dataset and true 
state-action visitation of the current policy.

Dataset 𝜋

Environment

Interaction 
samples𝜇

Offline RL

What if a’ is an out-of-
distribution action?

Key scientific problem



Overview of Offline RL Methods

• The most severe problem that offline RL faces is the extrapolation error, 
i.e., the out-of-distribution problem: What if the agent performs unseen 
state-action?

• Implicit constraint methods directly learn the policy on the data support
• with data instance selection or weighting

Model-free Methods

• Conservative 
value / policy 

• BCQ
• BEAR
• BRAC
• CQL …

• Self-
imitation

• BC (%)
• AWR
• BAIL
• …

Model-based Methods

• Uncertainty estimation with 
the learned model

• MOReL
• MOPO
• COMBO
• ...



Behavior Cloning as Offline RL

• Behavior cloning, the simplest imitation learning 
method, requires no environment interaction

• Learning objective of BC

• Obvious shortcomings of BC
1. The policy upper bound is the behavioral policy
2. Distribution shift

Behavioral policy

Behavioral policy



• Based on reward-weighted regression (RWR)

Xue Bin Peng et al . Advantage-weighted regression: Simple and scalable off-policy reinforcement learning. arXiv preprint arXiv:1910.00177, 2019.

AWR: Advantage-Weighted Regression

• Regarded as solving a maximum likelihood problem that fits a 
new policy to samples collected under the current policy, where 
the likelihood is weighted by the exponentiated return.

• Policy optimization objective

return

Expected improvement

[as derived in TRPO]



• Performance of various algorithms on off-policy learning tasks with 
static datasets. AWR is able to learn policies that are comparable or 
better than the original demo policies.

Xue Bin Peng et al . Advantage-weighted regression: Simple and scalable off-policy reinforcement learning. arXiv preprint arXiv:1910.00177, 2019.

AWR: Advantage-Weighted Regression



• BAIL does not suffer from the extrapolation error, since it does not 
maximize over the actions space.

• Step 1: learn an upper envelope of state by solving a constrained 
optimization problem:

X. Chen et al. BAIL: Best-action imitation learning for batch deep reinforcement learning. NeuIPS 2020.

BAIL: Best-Action Imitation Learning

HalfCheetah Ant

Hopper Walker2d
• Step 2: Select actions satisfying  
𝐺𝑖 > 𝑥 𝑉(𝑠𝑖) to perform simple 
imitation learning (BC). 𝑥 is set such 
that 25% samples are selected.

• Step 3: perform supervised learning 
(BC) on selected data



X. Chen et al. BAIL: Best-action imitation learning for batch deep reinforcement learning. NeuIPS 2020.

BAIL: Best-Action Imitation Learning
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Upside-Down RL

• Solve RL Problem with supervised learning methods?

Key paper references

• Srivastava, Rupesh Kumar, Pranav Shyam, Filipe Mutz, Wojciech Jaśkowski, and Jürgen 
Schmidhuber. "Training agents using upside-down reinforcement learning." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1912.02877 (2019).

• Schmidhuber, Juergen. "Reinforcement Learning Upside Down: Don't Predict Rewards--Just 
Map Them to Actions." arXiv preprint arXiv:1912.02875 (2019).



Upside-Down RL

• Algorithms and experiments



Transformer for Sequence Modeling

• Encoder
• Inputs: A sequence of 

vectors (words/states) 
• Outputs: A sequence of 

representation

• Decoder
• Q: Start token + previous 

results -> Q
• K & V: Outputs of 

encoder
• Outputs: A sequence of 

symbol (labels/actions)



Attention in Transformer



Attention in RNN vs. Transformer

• Whether to use recent architecture or position embedding?

Attention Layer Attention Layer

1 2 3 4 5 6

Here the same recent weights are 
used for multiple times of recent 
calculation, which introduce 
compounding error when decoding

Position embedding does not 
introduce such a compounding 
error when decoding
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Decision Transformer

• Re-build RL task as a sequence prediction problem

• Causal transformer: GPT (i.e., decoder-only transformer)

Chen, Lili, et al. "Decision transformer: Reinforcement learning via sequence modeling." NeurIPS 2021.



Decision
Transformer

• States, actions, and 
returns are fed into 
modality-specific linear 
embeddings and a 
positional episodic 
timestep encoding is 
added. 

• Tokens are fed into a GPT 
architecture which 
predicts actions 
autoregressively using a 
causal self-attention mask



Decision Transformer Experiments
• Results comparing Decision Transformer to TD learning (CQL) and behavior 

cloning across Atari, OpenAI Gym, and Minigrid. 

Chen, Lili, et al. "Decision transformer: Reinforcement learning via sequence modeling." NeurIPS 2021.

• Sampled (evaluation) returns accumulated by Decision Transformer when 
conditioned on the specified target (desired) returns.

Atari

D4RL
medium-

replay
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Decision Transformer Experiments
• Does Decision Transformer perform behavior cloning on a 

subset of the data?
OpenAI Gym D4RL

Atari Offline

Chen, Lili, et al. "Decision transformer: Reinforcement learning via sequence modeling." NeurIPS 2021.



Decision Transformer Experiments
• Credit assignment over long horizon

Key-to-door

Chen, Lili, et al. "Decision transformer: Reinforcement learning via sequence modeling." NeurIPS 2021.

• A grid-based environment (Key-to-door) with a 
sequence of three phases:

1. in the first phase, the agent is placed in a room with a key; 

2. then, the agent is placed in an empty room; 

3. and finally, the agent is placed in a room with a door. 

• The agent receives a binary reward when reaching 
the door in the third phase, but only if it picked up 
the key in the first phase. 

TD learning (CQL) cannot effectively propagate Q-values over the long horizons involved 
and gets poor performance



Trajectory Transformer

• Offline RL as a sequence prediction problem

• Build a world model for RL task

Janner, Michael, et al. “Offline reinforcement earning as one big sequence modeling problem." NeurIPS 2021.

• Training loss

• Discretize each dimension independently



Trajectory Transformer

• Offline RL as a sequence prediction problem

• Build a world model for RL task

Janner, Michael, et al. “Offline reinforcement earning as one big sequence modeling problem." NeurIPS 2021.

TT is similar with DT, but:

• DT is based-on UDRL, could be used as policies directly, while TT is a world model.

• Inputs all elements and predicts all (trajectories and rewards).

• Applicable in more cases, e.g. , imitation learning, goal-conditioned 
reinforcement learning, and offline reinforcement learning.



Trajectory Transformer

• With transformer’s 
ability, TT shows 
superior planning 
performance then 
the SOTA single-step 
inference model 
PETS (Feedforward)

Janner, Michael, et al. “Offline reinforcement earning as one big sequence modeling problem." NeurIPS 2021.

PETS: probabilistic Gaussian NNs

Ground truth

Trajectory Transformer



Trajectory Transformer Decision Making

• Taking actions via planning with beam search

• Planning in three tasks
• Imitation learning

• Setting 𝒙 = (𝝉<𝑡 , 𝒔𝑡)

• Goal-conditioned RL (𝒔𝑇 as goal)
• Setting the input trajectory as (𝒔𝑇 , 𝝉<𝑡 , 𝒔𝑡)

• Offline RL (seek for the highest return)

• Keep the top reward + reward-to-go (𝑅𝑡 = ∑𝑡′=𝑡
𝑇 𝛾𝑡

′−𝑡𝑟𝑡′) trajectories as 𝑌𝑡



Trajectory Transformer Experiments
• Offline RL performance comparison

Offline averages per 
algorithm in above table

(quantile)

over 15 random seeds

TT performs on par with 
or better than the best 
prior offline 
reinforcement learning 
algorithms on D4RL 
locomotion (v2) tasks.

Janner, Michael, et al. “Offline reinforcement earning as one big sequence modeling problem." NeurIPS 2021.



The Progress So Far

• Transformer
• Currently most powerful sequential model, derived from NLP
• Long-sequence modeling capabilities
• Capable for large volume of parameters
• Stronger generalization

• Upside-down RL
• Theoretical foundation of DT
• Solves reinforcement learning problems with supervised learning methods

• Decision Transformer
• Based on UDRL, could be used as policies directly
• Perform credit assignment directly via self-attention, bypass the need for bootstrapping 

for long term credit assignment
• Avoids the need for discounting future rewards, which can induce undesirable short-

sighted behaviors
• Avoids value overestimation

• Trajectory Transformer
• Similar with DT in implementation, but inputs all and predicts all
• More like a world model
• Applicable in more cases, e.g. , imitation learning, goal-conditioned reinforcement learning, 

and offline reinforcement learning
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• From specialist agents in RL to generalist agents

• Prospects
• Reduce the need for handcrafting policy models.

• Generic models have tended to be better than domain-
specific approaches.



Gato: A Generalist Agent
• Handle a variety of tasks with different types of data

• Multi-modal, multi-task, multi-embodiment: agents have different characteristics 
in different domains, e.g., shape, action spaces …



Gato Model
• A single and large decoder-only 

transformer

• Purely supervised learning (in 
principle, also offline / online RL)

tokenization

Decoder-only 
Transformer



Gato Model - Tokenization

• Modality-specific tokenization



Gato Model - Tokenization

• The data is sequenced as follows



ResNet embedding for image patches

Details of 
Tokenization
• Text and discrete data are 

directly embedded

• Tensor data are mu-law 
encoded and discretized, 
then embedded

• Image patches are 
embedded via ResNet



Gato Model – Training

• Output
• Only text tokens, discrete and continuous values, and actions.

• No image tokens or observations are used as output targets. 

• Training
• Purely supervised learning

• Minimize log-loss on outputs

ℒ 𝜃, ℬ = −

𝑏=1

|ℬ|



𝑙=1

𝐿

𝑚 𝑏, 𝑡 log 𝑝𝜃(𝑠𝑙
𝑏
|𝑠1

𝑏
, 𝑠2

𝑏
, … , 𝑠𝑙−1

(𝑏)
)

Masking function 
such at m(b,t)=1 for 

output tokens, 0 
otherwise



Gato Model – Prompt

• Prompt to identify tasks
• ‘Prompt’ means the tokenized sequences of partitions of trajectories
• Training stage: 25% sequence in a batch are prepended a prompt sequence

• from an episode generated by the same source agent on the same task

• Half of the prompt are sampled from the end of the episode
• Half of the prompt are uniformly sampled from the episode

• Evaluation stage: a successful demo of the desired task.



Gato Model – Inference Procedure

1. Start with prompt, such as a demonstration token sequence

2. For each timestep
• Sample the action vector autoregressively for one token at a time

• Once all tokens comprising the action vector have been sampled, decode the action 
by inverting the tokenization procedure

• Deliver the action to the environment and get the new observation

• NOTE: The model always sees all previous observations and actions in its 
context window of 1024 tokens.



Gato Experiments - Datasets

• Data filtering
• Expert return: max

𝑗∈[0,1,…,𝑁−𝑊]
∑𝑖=𝑗
𝑗+𝑊−1

𝑅𝑖 /𝑊

• Select the episodes {𝑖} with 𝑅𝑖 ≥ 80% of expert return

𝑊 = min(1000, 0.1 × 𝑁)

return of episode 𝑖



Gato Experiments – Simulated Control

• Computing resource for final training
• 16x16 TPUv3 cluster x 4 days ≃ 1600 V100 GPU days ≃ 480k RMB
• Batch size 512, token sequence length 1024

• Prospects (as previously mentioned)
• Reduce the need for handcrafting policy models.
• Generic models have tended to be better than domain-specific approaches.

• 450/604 tasks: performance over 50% expert score

• E.g., ALE Atari: achieve average human (or better) scores for 23 games

450

50
random policy expert policy

604



Gato Experiments – Robotics

• Robotics - RGB Stacking Benchmark
• Three plastic blocks colored red, green and blue with varying shapes

• The goal is to stack red on blue, ignoring green

• Observations: two 128 × 128 camera images, robot arm and gripper 
joint angles, the robot’s end-effector pose

• Two challenge settings
• Skill mastery: training provided the 5 test object triplets it is later tested on

• Skill generalization: training not provided 5 test object triplets

5 held out test triplets



Gato Experiments – Robotics

• The standard “stack 
red on blue” task 
tested in the Skill 
Generalization 
benchmark.

Gato real robot Skill Generalization results. In addition to performing hundreds of 
other tasks, Gato also stacks competitively with the comparable published baseline.

Real robot Skill Mastery results. Gato is competitive with the filtered BC baseline.

• Results: robot successfully stacking the red object on the blue object, and the 
data does not include the object shapes in the test set



Gato Experiments – Robotics

• Additionally adding simulated demonstrations of the stack blue on green task 
to the fine-tuning dataset improved performance.

• The novel “stack blue 
on green” task that 
demonstrates Gato’s
out of distribution 
adaptation to 
perceptual variations.



Gato Experiments – Image Captioning

The first three captions sampled using temperature 0.9, without cherry-picking.



Gato Experiments – Dialogues

• Dialogues with Gato when it is prompted to be a chat bot. Usually Gato replies with a relevant response, but is 
often superficial or factually incorrect, which could likely be improved with further scaling.



Gato Experiments 
• Model size scaling laws results on in-

distribution overall performance

• Fine-tuning is very similar to pretraining 
with minor changes, such as different 
learning rate schedule (still supervised 
learning)

• Few-shot performance, ablating over 
various pretraining settings on 364M 
parameter variants of Gato



Summary of Big Decision-Making Models

• Gato – a generalist agent
• Multi-task, multi-model, 

multi-embodiment

• Prompt to identify tasks

• Purely supervised learning

• Main idea: leverage the power of large sequence models (transformers) 
to generate good actions given the conditions

• Decision transformer
• A policy outputs the action conditioning on state, action, return-to-go pre-sequence

• Offline supervised learning

• Trajectory transformer
• A world model to autoregressively generate the next state, action, reward 

conditioning on state, action, reward pre-sequence

• Take actions via planning with beam search (or RL policies)

• Both DT and TT are specialist agents
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Discussion and Prospects

• Now it seems supervised learning has become comparable 
with reinforcement learning on decision-making tasks

• Transformer: model complex sequential patterns and deal with 
compounding error problems

• Huge dataset: sufficient data to train the transformer

• Offline training: do not require the agent with interact with the 
environment during training

• Near-future research on this direction
• Environment model: build better world models

• Data: how to collect the data for more effective training

• Goal: better goal representation in decision transformers

• Transfer: zero-shot transfer

• MARL: multi-agent decision-making tasks



Discussion and Prospects

• In traditional RL, 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑎) is the value function corresponds to 𝑄𝜋(𝑠, 𝑎)
• Learned by TD propagation

• Need the agent to interact with environment

• In big DM models, 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑎) is a masking (or weighting) function
• Just predefined by rule

• No need to interact with environment



Thank You! 
Questions?

Weinan Zhang

Associate Professor

APEX Data & Knowledge Management Lab

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Shanghai Jiao Tong University

http://wnzhang.net


